
IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend the claims as follows:

Cancel claims 1-12.

1 3 . (Previously presented) A method of presenting, at a client terminal,

a multimedia program stored on a server wherein the multimedia program includes a

video object, each frame of the video object comprising a basic data portion and at least

one level of detailed data portions, the method comprising the steps of:

in response to one of play control commands from a user, determining a time

count in said multimedia program according to one of said play control commands, said

play control commands including a play, a stop, a head search, ajump forward and a

jump backward command;

in response to one of said head search, said jump forward and said jump backward

commands issued during a stop period, determining whether there is a video object to be

displayed at said time count in said multimedia program; and

in the event there is said video object to be displayed at said time count in said

multimedia program, obtaining said at least one level of quality supplement data portions

for a first frame to be displayed in the next play operation for displaying a quality-

enhanced version of said first frame to be displayed, v

14. (Previously presented) A method as defined in claim 13, further

comprising the steps, executed by said client terminal, of:

in response to said stop command, determining whether there is a video object to

be displayed at said time count in said multimedia program, and

in the event there is said video object to be displayed at said time count, obtaining

said at least one level of quality supplement data portions for a first frame to be displayed

in a next play operation for displaying a quality enhanced version of said first frame to be

displayed.
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15. (Previously presented) A method as defined in claim 13, further

comprising the steps o, executed by said client terminal, of in response to said stop

command testing to determine if there are multimedia objects which are other than video

objects and each comprise a basic data and quality supplement data and which are

displayed at said time count in said multimedia program; and for each said found

multimedia objects, obtaining said quality supplement data for displaying a quality

enhanced version of said each object.

16. (Previously presented) A method as defined in claim 15, further

comprising the steps, executed by said client terminal, of in response to said stop

command, testing to determine if there are-multimedia' objects other than video objects

and each comprise basic data and quality supplement data and which are to be displayed

later, and for each of said found multimedia objects, obtaining said basic data in advance.

1 7. (Previously presented) A method as defined in claim 15, further

comprising the steps, executed by said client terminal, of in response to said stop

command, determining if there are multimedia objects which are other than video objectSi

which comprise basic data and quality supplement data and which are adapted to be

displayed at a later time, and for each of said found multimedia objects, obtaining said

basic data in advance.

Cancel claims 18 and 19

20. (Previously presented) A terminal for presenting a multimedia

program stored in a remote server linked therewith via a band-limited transmission path

wherein the multimedia program includes a video object, each frame of the video object

comprising a basic data portion and at least one level of detailed data portions, the

terminal comprising:
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means, responsive to one of play control commands from a user, for determining

a time count in said multimedia program according to said one of said play control

commands , said play control commands including a play, a stop, a head search, a jump

forward and a jump backward command; ;

means, responsive to one of said head search, said jump forward and said jump

backward commands issued during a stop period, for determining whether there is a

video object to be displayed at said time count in said multimedia program; and

means, operative in the event there is said video object to be displayed at said

time count in said multimedia program, for obtaining said at least one level of quality

supplement data portions for a first frame to be displayed in a next play operation for

displaying a quality enhanced version of said first frame to be displayed.

2 1 . (Previously presented) A terminal as defined in claim 20, further

comprising:

means responsive to said stop command, for determining whether there is a video

object to be displayed at said time count in said multimedia program; and

means, operative in the event there is said video object to be displayed at said

time count, for obtaining said at least one level of quality supplement data portions for a

first frame to be displayed in a next play operation for displaying a quality enhanced

version of said first frame to be displayed.

22. (Previously presented) A terminal as defined in claim 20, further

comprising means responsive to said stop command, for finding-multimedia objects

which are other than video objects, wherein each comprises basic data and quality

supplement data and which are adaptedjo be displayed at said time count in said

multimedia program, and

means, operative for each of said found multimedia objects, for obtaining said

quality supplement data for displaying a quality enhanced version of said each object.
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23. (Previously presented) A terminal as defined in claim 20, further

comprising:

means, responsive to said stop command, for finding multimedia objects that are

other than video objects, wherein each comprises basic data and quality supplement data

and that are to be displayed later; and

means, operative for each of said found multimedia objects, for obtaining said

basic data in advance.

24. (Previously presented) A terminal as claimed in claim 22, further

comprising:

means, responsive to said stop command, for finding at least one multimedia

object that is other than a video objects and that comprise basic data and quality

supplement data and that are to be displayed later, and ,

means, operative for each of said found multimedia objects for obtaining said

basic data in advance.

25. (Previously presented) A server for sending a video program to a

plurality of client terminals, the server comprising:

means for preparing a basic data portion and a plurality of levels of quality

supplement data for each frame of the video program;

means far storing the basic data portions for the frames of the video program on a

tape recording medium;

means for storing pieces of quality supplement data of each level for the frames of

the video program on a different tape recording medium, wherein the quality of the video

program at each frame that is played by a combination of the basic data portion and each

level of quality supplement data is higher than that played by using only the basic data

portion;
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means for rotating all of the tape recording media synchronously in any of a play

operation, a head search operation, a jump forward operation and ajump backward

operation; and

means, responsive to a quality supplement data request from a client terminal, for

reading the levels of quality supplement data of a last displayed frame while

synchronously rotating the tape recording media, and sending the levels of quality

supplement data to the client terminal one by one to add each level of quality supplement

data to the basic data portion of the last displayed frame and to gradually increase the

quality of the video program at the last displayed frame played by a combination of the

basic data portion and one level of quality supplement data.

Claim 26 is cancelled.

27. (Previously presented) A server for sending a video program to a

pluralityof client terminals, the server comprising:

means for storing a plurality of basic data portions for frames of the video

program on a first tape recording medium;

means for storing a plurality of quality supplement data portions for the frames of

the video program on a second tape recording medium, wherein the quality of the video

program at each frame played by a combination of the basic data portion and the quality

supplement data portion is higher than that played by using only the basic data portion;

means for rotating both of the first and second tape recording media

synchronously in any of a play operation, a head search operation, a jump forward

operation and a jump backward operation; and

means, responsive to a quality supplement data request from each client terminal,

for reading the quality supplement data portion of a last displayed frame while

synchronously rotating the first and second tape recording media and sending the quality

supplement data portion to the client terminal to add the quality supplement data portion
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to the basic data portion of the last displayed frame and to heighten a quality of the video

program at the last displayed frame.
1

Claims 28-38 are cancelled,

39. (Previously presented) A server as defined in claim 27 wherein said

supplement data portion comprises a plurality of levels of quality supplement data, and

each level of quality supplement data is used in sequence to gradually increase the quality

of the video program at the last displayed frame played by a combination of the basic

data portion and the level of quality supplement data.

Cancel claims 40-42.
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